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Equity-based crowdfunding has

had a significant growth in the last

10 years. It all started with the

lack of funding sources available

in the aftermath of the 2008

financial crisis. Once banks

restricted and limited their loan

offering, startups and SMEs had

to find out alternative sources of

financing.



Reward-based and donation-

based crowdfunding are

considered non-investment-based

options since once the user

contributes to those projects, no

financial return is expected. The

funds are allocated to the

projects and as an outcome,

either backers or donors receive

non-monetary rewards.

Alternatively the projects create a

social or environmental impact.



When looking specifically at

green startups, investors must 

be even more cautious when

assessing if the social and

environmental impact claimed by

the startup is indeed effective and

that it is addressing a relevant

social or environmental problem.

Here, some questions to ask...



Questions about the

business model:

Do you have a sound business

model?

Is there a big enough market?

Is it the right time and place for

this type of business?

Does the valuation seem fair?

What are the Key Performance

Indicators?

How long until you make

revenue?

 



Questions about the 

team

How many years of relevant

experience does the team have?

Does the team have a well-

balanced skill set?

Does the team have the drive to

grow this business?

Do your values align with the

founders’?



Questions about the 

sustainability

Is the business model

sustainable?

Does the business address an

SDG in its mission?

What is the social or

environmental impact of your

business?



Questions about the 

product

Is it defensible?

What are the barriers to entry for

competitors?

Is there an IP, trademark, patent,

or another factor that gives you a

competitive advantage?

What is the competition like?



Any more questions?

 

Visit the website and become a

future leader of the transition

https://yourgreenwealth.com/impact/gr

een-startups-equity-crowdfunding/ 

https://yourgreenwealth.com/impact/green-startups-equity-crowdfunding/

